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Levi had been guarding against another person secretly shot.

He is the Dark Arrow from the Lab of the Gods!

The king who penetrates everything with one arrow!

It is said that there is no object in the world that he can’t penetrate with a single
arrow!

Even the materials of the aerospace industry level can’t stop him!

In this regard, the Lab of the Gods has done many experiments!

He was excavated by the Lab of the Gods from a primitive tribe in Western
Continent!

He is powerful, comparable to a machine.

One arrow shot, the speed is as fast as lightning, easily breaking through the
speed of sound!

His arrow never goes sideways!

More accurate than a sniper!

The person he is staring at will never escape!

Even if it is a strong like Levi!



After being locked by his arrows, he couldn’t escape at all.

What’s more, the Lab of the Gods uses genetic technology and super serum plus
modern technology to transform and strengthen the comprehensive skills of Dark
Arrow!

Such as the strongest hiding technique, assassination technique and so on!

What’s more frightening is that Dark Arrow’s weaponry is specially made by the
Gods Lab!

The materials, functions, etc. are all top-notch!

Especially arrows are the most terrifying!

This is a special arrow created by the Lab of the Gods with a huge amount of
money and a huge amount of manpower and material resources!

Not only the top material, but also the hardest alloy, it can penetrate the power of
the aerospace industry!

More importantly, there is a design inside the arrow!

The small arrow contains energy compressed to the extreme. When the arrow
penetrates the human body, it will act twice in the human body. The compressed
energy will explode and destroy everything in the human body!

This is the most terrifying place with one stone!

It is also the most expensive place!

Dark Arrow’s crossbows and arrows are all made with huge sums of money!

An arrow may cost tens of millions!

Every arrow must be used on the blade!



Not only that, the Dark Arrow is from the primitive tribe, and he also has special
magic blessings on arrows and crossbows.

Makes the accuracy better, faster and more powerful!

There is also to strengthen the body of the Dark Arrow, so that his strength, and
the sensitivity of the facial features are greatly enhanced!

Especially the speed he can reach seven times the speed of sound!

Dark Arrow’s arrows, accuracy, penetration, and power are all top in the top
class!

So it is the best choice for him to shoot the top powerhouse!

Originally, Richard didn’t want to expose this card too early, but wanted to use it
later.

But in order to kill Levi, he had to use it!

Dark Arrow has been hiding in the dark without making any moves.

He is waiting for the best time to shoot!

The best time for him to shoot was not that Levi was besieged by everyone,
suffered a lot of injuries, and was in the most dangerous state.

Although Levi is in a dangerous state on the surface!

But the Dark Arrow understood that Levi’s vigilance was the highest at this time!

Always guard against him!

Even deliberately revealing flaws, deliberately showing that he is about to die!

In order to attract him to shoot!



On the contrary, it is not the best time for him!

What is the best time!

For Dark Arrow, it was the moment when Levi killed the ghost warrior!

At this time, even if Levi’s vigilance is high, he will relax for a while!

After all, killing the ghost samurai is a sense of accomplishment, even a little bit.

But Levi is absolutely relaxed…

For this top assassin, psychology is even more important!

So at the very moment, Dark Arrow shot!

He shot five arrows in a row!

It’s not arrows, but money!

But what he attacked was not Levi, but He Qingxue!

This move made Levi even more passive!

At the critical moment, Levi immediately went to rescue He Qingxue!

Despite the five arrows at seven times the speed of sound, the Dark Arrowman
was still worried, and he shot another arrow!

The first five arrows are a guise!

This arrow directly penetrated Levi’s body, splashing blood!
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Five arrows of seven times the speed of sound were shot at He Qingxue, and
Levi hurried to rescue her!

At this moment, Levi tried his best to push He Qingxue aside, barely avoiding
these five arrows!

The key is that these five arrows are not shot all together!

There is a slight time difference between each other!

This made it more difficult for Levi to save people, and his attention became more
concentrated!

Just as Levi was facing a difficult time, the Dark Arrowman shot another arrow!

Levi had noticed the shooting of this arrow very early, but the five arrows in front
of him locked his stature and speed, and there was no chance to escape.

Either He Qingxue was pierced and died on the spot, or Levi blocked the arrow!

Levi naturally chose to bear the arrow by himself!

“Puff!”

This arrow pierced Levi’s left shoulder firmly!

After the arrow is affected, it explodes in the body!

Levi’s left shoulder was blown into a blood hole, and he was seriously injured!

If it stabbed the internal organs, I was afraid that Levi would lose his life.

“Puff!”

Seeing Levi’s fall, everyone cheered.



But the Dark Arrow in the dark was not happy.

What he clearly shot was Levi’s heart position.

But the last thing that penetrated was Levi’s left shoulder!

“It’s almost! It’s bad!”

The Dark Arrow was very upset.

It would have been killed by one blow!

After seeing the Oni Samurai being killed, the forces of the East Island fell into a
dead silence.

But seeing Levi being pierced through, they regained their spirits.

“You have to rely on you!”

“I have to say, Levi is too strong, isn’t it? The loss is so great that he was injured!”

…

While everyone was amazed, the Death Swordsman and others all killed them.

They don’t give Levi any chance to breathe!

“This…”

He Qingxue started crying when she saw Levi was seriously injured.

If it weren’t for her, Levi would never be like this!

Blame yourself!

Why come to him!



He Qingxue regrets it!

“Hey…”

The dwarf warrior let out a strange laugh, and suddenly turned into a blue smoke
and appeared behind Levi.

Higashishima Ninjutsu!

“Chish!”

He suddenly pulled out the two short blades from his body and stabbed Levi’s
neck fiercely.

He was confident that the crossing of these two swords could cut off Levi’s head.

“Crack!”

“Crack!”

…

But at the critical moment, Levi suddenly turned around.

He clasped his two wrists and broke them directly.

Holding his two short blades at the same time, they inserted them directly into his
throat!

The dwarf warrior’s eyes revealed an incredible look, and he fell to the ground
with a puff.

“boom!”

Levi threw the body of the dwarf warrior out.



It turned into a humanoid shell and bombarded the dead swordsman and others
who attacked from the front.

“laugh!”

The Death Swordsman looked at the blasted corpse, two beam swords forcibly
tore the corpse in half!

“boom!”

But at this time, Levi had already appeared in front of him.

A fist hit him hard.

“puff!”

The death swordsman flew out directly.

“This… this can still fight?”

Everyone was stunned.

Levi is so injured, can he continue to fight?

Also killed the dwarf warrior and wounded the death swordsman!

They didn’t know that Levi was fighting with one breath.

“call out!!!”

A sound of breaking through the air came out.

The Dark Arrow shot another arrow.

Shoot at He Qingxue!



Levi hurriedly turned back and appeared in front of He Qingxue. He wanted to
block the arrow again.

“Hey…”

This arrow is as powerful as it is, tearing the air and breaking through the sound
barrier.

“boom!”

Levi’s right hand was actually caught on this arrow!

“laugh!”

This arrow was so powerful that Levi was actually pushed back, and his feet slid
two deep footprints on the ground!

“Chichichichi…”

What’s more terrifying is the power effect on the arrow. Levi’s hand was instantly
bloody, and bloodstains appeared on his arm…
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Then the terrible power of the arrow will spread to other parts of the body, and
then it will be dangerous.

And immediately the energy compressed to the extreme in the arrow will
explode.

At that time, Levi had to aggravate his injuries without dying.



“Chi Chi Chi Chi!”

Dark Arrow shoots three arrows in a row!

Levi was inevitable, and his left hand grabbed three arrows abruptly!

“what!!!”

His left hand was bloody and bloodstained on his arm.

The terrible power made him sore.

Under the action of the four arrows, Levi accelerated backwards.

He can’t stop at all!

The scary thing is that the energy in the arrow burst immediately!

There are still four arrows!

Once the arrow energy of the four arrows exploded, it was fatal to Levi!

“kill!”

When the Death Swordsman saw such a good opportunity, he would not let it go.

He immediately slayed with two beam swords in his hands.

This is a good opportunity to kill with one blow!

Mecha fighters and undead fighters also rushed up.

This is a great opportunity for them!

Never let it go.



Soon, the three death swordsmen appeared in front of Levi.

“Levi is going to die!!!”

All three of the Death Swordsmen took out their utmost knowledge and wanted to
kill Levi.

But at this moment, the Dark Arrow realized something was wrong.

“not good!!!”

But his reminder was too late.

The corner of Levi’s mouth on the battlefield raised, revealing an intriguing smile.

“boom!”

He stopped suddenly.

One turned around.

At the same time the four arrows in his hand were released.

“laugh!”

“laugh!”

…

The four powerful arrows continue to shoot!

But after Levi turned around, the angle changed.

An arrow shot at the dead swordsman who was close at hand!



Two arrows were shot at the mecha warrior on the right, and the last arrow was
shot at the undead warrior.

The three of them are too close to Levi.

Being caught off guard, there is no way to avoid it.

be cheated!

I was fooled by Levi again!

Levi deliberately took the arrow with his hand in order to attract the three of them
to approach him.

Then kill them with the arrows of Dark Arrow!

How to kill someone with a knife in one hand!

At the last moment, everyone reacted.

But it’s too late!

“Puff!”

The Death Swordsman was the closest, and an arrow pierced his throat directly.

The energy in the arrow was compressed to the extreme and exploded, and his
head was gone.

Blue smoke came out of his body, and it made a miserable strange cry.

As if not human.

No matter what creature is under the clothes, he is dead anyway.

“Crack!”



“Crack!”

Special armor for mecha fighters, proud works of the Lab of the Gods, and
special materials for the aerospace industry.

Before, Levi didn’t break with knives and punches.

Can’t stop the two arrows of Dark Arrow!

Sure enough, the aerospace industry-grade materials can’t stop the arrow’s
penetration!

“Puff!”

The huge body of the mecha warrior fell to the ground.

The special armor has been torn apart.

The undead soldier was also pierced in an instant, and the arrow exploded,
causing terrible trauma in his body.

Although he removed the pain nerves, he recovered his self-healing ability
superbly.

But with this degree of injury, he couldn’t recover for a while, and he couldn’t get
up even if he was lying on the ground!

“Boom boom…”

Levi hit him with several punches again, smashing him to blood.

Levi quickly tied He Qingxue to him again.

“You’re the only one left!!!”

Levi wants to pull out the Dark Arrow!



Now there are no people who can interfere with him.

The advantage of Dark Arrow has been lost.

“This, this… is he still human?”

I don’t know how many times I have said this.

But this is a very high evaluation of Levi.

Both Richard and the East Island forces looked dumbfounded.

Levi is too strong, right?

It’s not dead yet?

He even killed everyone in Ming Chu!

madman!!!

The Dark Arrow in the dark was also terrified.

Never encountered this before.
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Levi’s hands were bloody and bloody, and he suffered terrible trauma.

Fine blood stains spread all over the body.

It feels like it’s going to explode at any time.

A blood hole was blown out of his left shoulder.

The back, shoulders, and everywhere have long been scarred.



Despite killing all the Lords in the bright spot, Levi paid an extremely heavy price.

Seeing Levi who was bleeding all over, He Qingxue was heartbroken.

If it weren’t for himself, would Levi not get hurt?

But she is not to blame!

She just broke into this terrible killing by coincidence!

For Levi, she is still useful!

After all, I told Levi a lot of the secrets of the Gods Lab…

“you…”

He Qingxue was about to ask Levi, but Levi said, “Hush! Don’t talk!”

Now he had to go all out to find the Dark Arrow.

No noisy sounds are allowed.

He Qingxue closed her mouth obediently, not even daring to breathe.

“It’s up to you, it’s all up to you!”

The leaders of the East Island forces prayed.

“It doesn’t matter, there is another person secretly, that is what I really used to kill
Levi!”

Richard had a calm face.

He also didn’t expect these people in front to kill Levi.

Based on his understanding of Levi, it was not very realistic.



All his hopes now rest on another person.

He is also so nervous that his body is stretched now!

Levi surprised him time and time again!

Although he had expected something in his heart, Levi made him refresh his
cognition again!

Too fucking strong!

Where is his limit?

What’s more, he is not only powerful, but also too smart.

Many tricks!

He didn’t expect to kill someone with a knife in any way.

The coexistence of strength and wisdom will kill all the people on the bright side!

“Levi must die!”

Richard’s nerves were tense and his breathing was short.

He had already wetted his body in cold sweat.

He is the most nervous person.

Levi wandered around with He Qingxue on his back, looking for the whereabouts
of the Dark Arrow.

The atmosphere is extremely tense.

Levi smiled at the corner of his mouth. He has narrowed from the largest range to
the size of a football field.



The trail of Dark Arrow will be found soon!

“It’s over, it’s over, he’s going to be exposed!”

The leaders of the East Island forces clenched their fists.

They are more nervous than the parties!

“I will find you soon!”

Levi reduced the scope by half again.

The corners of his mouth were smiling, invisibly putting pressure on the Dark
Arrow.

“Shoo, hoo…”

At the very moment of the battle, four arrows suddenly burst out of the sky.

Shoot Levi directly!

The Dark Arrow has appeared!

Rather than being found passive by Levi, it is better to show up directly and give
Levi a blow!

At close range, the four arrows flew, locking Levi.

But Levi, who had already prepared, dodges directly.

“boom!”

“boom!”

…



Four arrows slashed past, directly blasting out four small mushroom clouds.

The Dark Arrow figure ducked aside.

“call out!”

“call out!”

“call out!”

…

He changed his position and shot a few arrows.

It is powerful and extremely fast, but after facing Levi, the accuracy is poor.

All escaped to Levi.

At this time, the Dark Arrow had already lost his advantage!

He is suitable for assassination!

But now his whereabouts are completely exposed, without the assistance of
other people.

He is too difficult!

Especially what he faced was Levi!

It is extremely difficult!

“Do you still want to run? Impossible!”

Levi turned into a flash of lightning and directly grabbed the Dark Arrow.

The Dark Arrow was already visibly panicked.



“boom!”

But at this moment, the undead warrior pounced on Levi.

The whole person hugged Levi!

The two are merged…

“Shoot me!”

Shouted the undead soldier.

Dark Arrow reacted.

“Shoo, hoo…”

Arrow after arrow pierced the undead warrior frontally, and then passed through
Levi’s body…
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The undead soldier hugged Levi tightly, together with his body.

Shooting an arrow to penetrate him can also hurt Levi!

What’s more, in a positive situation, it is enough to make the Dark Arrowman
shoot all the arrows! !

He is aiming at the end of the same family!

He would rather die than kill Levi!



Levi’s strength also urged these people, they were crazy.

You want to kill Levi as if you are crazy, at all costs!

Therefore, after the arrows of Dark Arrow penetrated the body of the undead
warrior, they all shot into Levi’s body.

Although not as powerful as penetrating the body of the undead warrior, it could
eventually cause serious injuries to Levi.

“puff!”

“puff!”

…

One arrow after another!

The Lab of the Gods produced a total of sixty arrows for Dark Arrow!

Usually the Dark Arrow kills only one!

Sixty arrows are basically enough for Dark Arrow’s life.

After all, he may not have to shoot once for several years.

Only one shot is used.

There are a lot of sixty.

But today, Dark Arrow shoots wildly.

Shoot all the arrows!

In order to kill Levi, I am willing to pay all the price!



He is not dead, everyone has trouble sleeping and eating!

The undead warrior was penetrated by dozens of arrows and exploded to pieces!

The undead warrior removes pain nerves, etc., and the body has super recovery
ability!

But under the continuous bombardment of arrows, his body was riddled with
holes, and half of his body exploded.

In the end, even the brain and the lower body were completely exploded.

There is absolutely no possibility of recovery and cure!

“boom!”

With the last blast, the undead soldiers were completely blown up.

If you don’t die, you have to die!

Blood spattered Levi all over.

Look at Levi again, with dozens of arrows stuck in his body!

Was shot as a hedgehog!

Although the power of this arrow was not there, it caused a huge injury to Levi!

This is the undead warrior who hit Levi hard at the cost of death!

This is also no way!

Crazy!

Extremely crazy!



“what!!!”

Levi screamed, all dozens of arrows on his body were shaken off!

“puff!”

Levi opened his mouth and spit out a big mouthful of blood, staggering and
almost falling to the ground.

The aftermath of these dozens of arrows is still terrible!

“dead!”

Levi turned into a flash of lightning and rushed towards the Dark Arrow.

The Dark Arrow stood still.

His mission has been completed!

Not a single arrow is left!

He smiled at the corner of his mouth and slowly closed his eyes!

He knew that Levi would not be alive today.

Because they still have cards!

Levi was exhausted.

He did everything…

You can rest in peace…

“boom!”

Levi showed no mercy and slapped him on the head.



“puff!”

A flash of blood appeared, and the Dark Arrow fell!

died!

All are dead!

So many super Lords are all dead!

No one is left!

The East Island forces and Richard were dumbfounded!

This guy is really strong!

If you don’t kill him, the threat is too great.

He must be killed!

After killing the Dark Arrow, Levi slowly sat on the ground.

After taking turns, he is already seriously injured!

He was holding on just now!

Everyone is killed now!

He was frustrated like a ball.

“You… are you okay?”

He Qingxue hurriedly asked.

She could feel that Levi’s breath at this moment was extremely weak, and it was
still declining.



If it weren’t for her, Levi wouldn’t be like this.

She blamed herself more and more.

Levi smiled and said, “I’m fine! But if there is another Lord at this time, I will be
done!”

Levi is telling the truth.

He really made it to the end…

“No way?”

Suddenly, his face changed.

“boom!”

But just as his voice fell, a gust of wind swept up.

A figure appeared not far away.

Richard’s final and strongest trump card appeared…
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There was still a person hidden in secret!

This is what Levi never expected!

It turns out that there are not only two people hiding in the dark, but also a third
person!

Horrible!

When Levi realized, he couldn’t help but gasp.



He didn’t even notice the existence of the third person!

Either this person is too strong!

Either this person’s method of hiding the body has reached a state where the
surrounding environment is completely integrated.

But no matter what kind, it is fatal to the current Levi!

He just let out a sigh of relief!

Seeing this man come out, Richard smiled confidently.

This is his trump card!

The strongest he can get!

“I’m finally going to kill Levi!”

The leaders of the East Island forces finally showed crazy smiles.

They waited too long for this moment!

In order to deal with Levi, he also paid a very heavy price!

Oni warriors are all dead!

“Who is Mr. Richard?”

Someone asked.

Richard smiled proudly: “He was the only successful person in the God-making
experiment in the Lab of the Gods 30 years ago!”

“The so-called annihilation experiment is to create a god-like existence! Of
course, according to the technology of thirty years ago, it is absolutely impossible



to create such a level. More precisely, it is a destroyer! God-like existence is just
a yearning.

A total of five hundred people participated in the experiment, all of them died! He
is the only one left to survive! “

“The existence created by this experiment is to go beyond the limits of physical
fitness, speed, power, and the brain in all aspects! It is the same as the
superman you saw in the movie! Or, it is to combine the skills of all the people
just now. One!”

“hiss!”

The crowd was shocked and gasped.

Destroyer?

too frightening!

“For example, his brain has been developed to a terrible level! He can control his
consciousness, control every part of his body, such as fixing the heat, stopping
the blood, making the heart beat, etc.!”

“So he is standing there, even Levi can’t find out! Because once his brain is
super-controlled, there is no breathing, no consciousness, no heart movement,
no blood flow, and no energy in the body is emitted.

It is equivalent to this person does not exist at all! Where did you find out? “

After Richard explained, everyone was relieved.

This is also terrible!

“This is just the development of the brain! There are other developments! He is
stronger than everyone present, and the fastest!”



Richard’s face was full of excitement.

The leaders of the East Island forces are also uncontrollable joy!

In the field.

The Destroyer’s handsome face surprised Levi.

It seems that this laboratory is to build people into the most perfect state, whether
it is brain or appearance.

Must be the most perfect!

But the Destroyer stared at Levi blankly, like a cold machine.

“No! You can’t kill him!”

He Qingxue also wanted to stop.

The Destroyer pushed He Qingxue away with his hand from a distance, and an
invisible force pushed He Qingxue out.

The Destroyer teleported hundreds of meters and appeared directly in front of
Levi.

A powerful coercion strikes like Mount Tai.

Levi was shocked to find that he could not move.

Not to mention the use of infuriating energy, even the fist can’t be lifted.

There was an aura in the Destroyer’s body, and Levi was firmly suppressed.

“Mr. Garrison!!!”

He Qingxue was frozen and could only watch.



At this moment, the air wall arranged by the Lords to isolate this place from the
outside world suddenly disappeared.

A lot of people gathered outside.

The gambling king, Kyushu Xuanzun and the dignitaries of Golden Harbor Island
are all there.

The huge movement has long attracted them here.

It’s just that I can’t enter, and I can’t know the situation.

I see now…

It happened that the Destroyer picked up Levi and blasted his head with a punch


